The day of January 24th 2010, was a remarkable day in
Construction History of Pakistan, when “Pakistan Association of Quantity Surveyors” was formed for the betterment
of the profession which was neglected by all sectors including
Education. Mr. Syed Hasan Bunyad who has earned solid
reputation in construction industry has given a new
dimension to Quantity Surveying in Pakistan by establishing
an association which will serve as a plat form to all Quantity
Surveyors. Mr. Asad I.A. Khan (President and Managing
Director of NESPAK) was the chief guest of the ceremony.
It was an honor and pleasure for PAQS that President
NESPAK accepted out invitation and considered the
importance of Quantity Surveying.
Along with him a number of speakers of enviable stature
honored the stage to highlight the advantages of PAQS. To
name a few notable speakers, M. Siddiq Essa (Managing
Director Alliance consultants), Prof. Dr. S.F.A Rafeeqi (Dean
of NED University of Engineering and Technology), Engr.
Balal A. Khuwaja (Advocate Supreme Court), Engr. Aftab
Siddiqui (Managing Director Paragon constructors) and
Mohammad Khalid (Chairman Programme Committee)
attended the seminar. We are heartily thankful to them for
their presence.

said that formation of first association of Quantity Surveying
provided a platform to all quantity surveyors to utilize their
skills fully. He requested to the Dean of Civil Department
NED University of Engineering and Technology to award
degrees in professio n of Quantity Surveying as to provide a
stepping stone to this professio n. He ended his address by
saying that formation of an association is an easy task but to
sustain it is a real and tough task. May God give us courage to
bridge this gap which is direc tly related to the success of
construction industry.

Syed Has an Bunyad (Founder President of PAQS)
welcomed all distinguished guests, and explained the main
aims & objectives of the Association as well as he also
stressed on the education of Quantity Surveying which is
most important at this stage. He also mentioned that the
documents should be adopted a standard format either SMM7 or master format CSI, Its best solution is that if your
building is designed on BS code then you must adopt SMM-7
or your building’s design is based on ASTM/ACI then you
must adopted CSI Master format. There will be no dispute
during the execution how to measure items. He further said
that industrial training of 1 year must be given to students to
make aware of working pattern of industries and to bring
quantity surveying to international level. Courses must bei
introduced in educational institutes to transfer the latest
technology to the next generation. The sole purpose of
PAQS is to enhance the importance of Quantity surveying
by establishing a full fledged institute to educate and guide the
future Quantity Surveyors of their rights and duties.

The proceedings of the seminar started with the recitation of
the Holy Quran. After it, Mr. Mohammad Khalid
(Chairman Program Committee) in his welcome address
narrated the significance and demand of quantity surveying in
pakistan. He urged that the infirmity in profession of
Quantity Surveying led to the failure of companies as no
company payed heed towards the grooming of a Quantity Mr. Hasan Bunyad announces to establish an institute of
Surveyor resulting success is becoming stationary. He further Quantity Surveying soon. The education in this institute will

Distinguished speakers from left to right are Mr. Asad I.A. Khan, Engr. Siddiq Essa, Prof. Dr. S.F.A Rafeeqi, Engr. Balal A. Khuwaja,
Engr. Aftab Siddiqui

meet the requirements of International standard.
The stage secretary requested Engr. M. Siddiq Essa
(Managing Director, Alliance Consultants Pvt. Ltd.) to say a
few words about PAQS. First, he congratulated Syed Hasan
Bunyad on his brilliant effort and highlighted the importance
of PAQS. He Further said that Quantity Surveying is one of the
pillar of construction industry. Our country was in need of
technical people since a long time. He requested the
Government to provide facilities to groom this branch of
construction industry. He praised the workings of NESPAK
and said that in future NESPAK will act as a bridge between the
Government and PAQS.
Prof. Dr. S.F.A Rafeeqi (Dean of NED University of
Engineering and Technology) expressed the importance of
resourcefulness and dedicated working in all the departments.
The differences of any kind should be eradicated. This uphill
task can only be accomplished through proper education.
PAQS has the power to bridge this gap.
Engr. Balal A.Khuwaja congratulated the members of PAQS
for the timely establishment of the association which was the
need of the day. He said that the purpose of the Association
should be to serve the fraternity and not the members only.
He also proposed a working plan on yearly basis to the
association and adviced them to follow it strictly. He further
said that Engineering education must include two papers
related to contracts to get the know how about it at the
graduate level. He urged to the members of the association to
implement the aims and objectives of PAQS for the
betterment of the country and the members of PAQS and
Quantity surveying fraternity.
Engr. Aftab Siddiqui (Managing Director of Paragon
Constructors) appreciated Syed Hasan Bunyad and Mohammad Khalid for inaugurating PAQS in a very professional
manner. He said that Quantity Surveyors are the back bone of
construction industry but unfortunately they are regarded as
back benchers due to lack in professionalism. Our construction firms like Architects, Consultants did not pay attention
to their skills, education and promotion. This is the reason

that this significant profession is lacking in all aspects. It is
the responsibility of all firms to develop Quantity Surveying
officially. He also requested the members of PAQS to devise a
manifesto that may help the fraternity in the future. In this
way PAQS will work selflessly for the good of Quantity
Surveying.
Finally the Chief Gust Mr. Asad I.A Khan (President and
Managing Director of NESPAK) was invited on the stage to
express his thoughts about PAQS. He congratulated Syed
Hasan Bunyad and Mohammad Khalid. He Said that Quantity
Surveyors form the back bone of the construction industry.
Lack of interest in the field of Quantity Surveying had cost us
material and financial loss. In order to enhance the discipline
of Quantity Surveying proper attention should be given to
professional education. He further said that establishing an
association is an easy task but to sustain it, requires endurance
and determination. NESPAK will provide its best for the
betterment of Quantity Surveying division. He said that
Pakistan is in need of good Quantity Surveyors in order to
meet the requirement, grooming of this profession is very
important. He requested the engineers to join the field of
Quantity Surveying. He thanked the guests for participating
and for recognizing the importance of this cause.
The founder members and office bearers were awarded shields.
Founder President, Syed Hasan Bunyad on behalf of PAQS
presented souvenirs to the chief guest and speaker, where as
certificates of membership were given to the members of the
association.
Mohammad Khalid concluded the ceremony by thanking all
the guests and asked them to proceed as lunch was waiting for
them. A very delicious lunch was served by the PAQS. Syed
Hasan Bunyad also appreciated Mr. Mohammad Asif
(founder joint secretary) for arranging delicious lunch, Ahsan
Khan Ghouri for publishing a beautiful souvenir on this
ocassion. Special thanks to Syed Asghar Abbas for arranging
the extraordinary event for PAQS.

Reported by Engr. Hira Khan

Founder member receiving their souvenir presenting by Mr. Asad I.A. Khan, from left to right are, Syed Hasan Banyad,
Mr. Mohammad Khalid, Abdul Momin Muttaqi,Mohammad Asif, Syed Arshad Imtiaz, Sheikh Aziz Ahmed,
Rakshanda Anjum, Mohammad Shafi, Sheikh Abdul Rashid, Ahsan Ali Khan Ghouri, Abdul Sattar Mujahid, Faraz Ahmed,
Mohammad Sohail, Syed Zia-ur-Rehman.
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Inclusions:
1. Horizontal Circulation Area:
Horizontal area of a building is the area of verandahs,
balconies, passages, corridors, Porches etc which are required
for the horizontal movement of the users of the building.
This may by 10% to 15%of the plinth area of the building.

2.Vertical Circulation Area:
Vertical circulation area of a building is the area or space
occupied by stair cases, lifts and the entrance halls adjacent
to them which are required for vertical movement of the
users of the building. This may by 4% to 5% of the plinth
area of the buildings.

Carpet Area:
Carpet area of a residential building is the livable area and
should exclude the kitchen, pantry, stores and similar other
room which are not used for living purposes. For office
building carpet area is the let table area

Measurement Of Area
(Square Meters-m^2)

Crawl spaces with concrete floors which have a floor to i
ceiling height that is 2m or greater
Basements areas with a floor to ceiling height of 2m or
greater
Future basement areas with a floor to ceiling height of 2m
or greater, where only the concrete slab on grade is required
for structural completion.
Floor areas which are structurally completed and where the
finish work will be executed at a later date.
Tunnels, trenches etc, which have a roof slab over that is
2m or more from the floor.
Rooms below grade or sidewalk e.g. transformer rooms.
Duct shafts, columns and the like projecting
beyond the general face of the enclosing walls provided they
extend vertically for the full floor height.
Dormers . Bay windows and the like providing they extend
vertically for the full floor height.
Elevator machine floors within penthouses.
Connecting links or walk ways providing they are enclosed.
Finished rooms in roof and attics
Attached garages above and below ground level.
Enclosed exterior staircases and fire escapes.
Enclosed porches, Parapet walls, Penthouses
Balconies and mezzanines which are within the enclosing
walls of the structure.

Method

Exclusions:
Measure to the outside face of enclosing walls for the area on
each floor without any deductions for openings within the
floor area except as noted later. When the enclosing walls are
broken up with a large number of small projections (e.g
projecting columns) the measurements shall be taken to the
mean outside face of the enclosing walls.

General Notes
1.As a general rule the areas included must be full enclosed.
2. No deductions to the area shall be made for.
a Walls. Partition etc.
b Openings in floors of stairwells, escalators, elevators, ducts
and other facilities.
c Pits, trenches, depressions occurring in the lowest floor
which are open or have removable covers and
d. Columns, piers or pilasters
e Any other features with in ther confines of the perimeter
walls.
3. Where auditoriums, swimming pools, gymnasiums, foyers
and the like extend through two or more floors that shall be
included for the largest area, at one level only.

The following items shall be excluded in computing the gross
areas. However, if certain conditions warrant the inclusions
of some of these items they shall be listed separately from
the gross area.
Crawl spaces which do not have concrete floors and which
have a floor to ceiling height of less than 2m.
Tunnels, trenches etc with less than 2m head room
Exterior balconies, canopies, carpots.
Projections beyond the face of the enclosing walls which do
not extend vertically for a full floor height.
Connecting links which are not enclosed.
Unfinished roof and attics areas.
Exterior staircases and fire escapes which are not enclosed.
Isolated chimneys and that portion of chimney above the
roof line, Prefabricated doghouses on roofs.
Interior open court yard light wells and the like
Porches which are not enclosed.
Exterior steps and landing
Areas which are enclosed with a roof but not with perimeter
walls, Roof overhangs and cornices.
Areas which are enclosed with perimeter walls but not with
a roof.
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by Tahira Kiran

COLORS SYMBOLISM AND PERSONALITY
Color can influence our emotions, our actions and how we respond to various people, things and ideas. Much has been
studied and written about color and its impact on our daily lives. Here are some of the meanings of colors.

Colors
Red

Brown

Meaning
Action, Confidence, Courage,
Vitality

Earth, Convention,
Order

Properties
increased enthusiasm and interest, more energy, action and
confidence to go after your dreams, protection from fears
and anxieties

a solid wholesome feeling, to blend with the back ground,
orderliness and convention

Orange

Vitality with
endurance

to spice things up when you feel time is dragging, to
become more involved in something, to increase
creativity, relief from things becoming too serious.

Pink

Love, Beauty

calm feelings, to neutralize disorder, relaxation, acceptance, contentment

Yellow

Wisdom, Joy, Happiness,
Intellectual, Energy

relief from burnout; panic, nervousness, exhaustion,
sharper memory concentration skills, protection from
lethargy and depression during dull weather.

Green

Life, Nature, Fertility, Well
being.

feel a need for change or growth freedom to pursue new
ideas, protection from fears and anxieties, connected
with the demands of others.

Youth, Spirituality,
Truth, Peace

calm and relaxation to counteract chaos or agitation, to
open the flow of communication, to broaden your
perspective in earning new information, solitude and
peace

Blue

Black

Death, Earth,
Stability

to become inconspicuous, to open the door to mystery,
a restful emptiness

White

Purity, kindness
Clarity

to clear clutter and obstacle away, to start
a fresh beginning, to bring about mental clarity
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